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Airline Profile / N U M B E R TWO IN A NEW "FLIGHT I n t e r n a t i o n a l " S E R I E S 

Indian Airlines Corporation 

By John Seekings Part Two 

THE basis of lAC's network—as shown in the map on page205 
last week—is a triangle linkinglndia's three principal cities— 
Delhi, Bombay and Calcutta. At the present time some 100 

passengers a day move in each direction on the most important 
single route, Delhi-Bombay, while about 60 move daily in each 
direction on each of the other two sides of the triangle. Annual 
revenue from these three trunk routes now amounts to almost one-
half the total earned on all the corporation's scheduled services. 

Superimposed on this triangle are the other trunk routes linking 
the three main centres with three nearby points abroad (Karachi, 
Colombo and Rangoon), and with the principal cities in South 
India (Madras, Bangalore and Hyderabad). All the trunk routes 
now are together producing about 250m passenger-miles a year, or 
about two-thirds of the airline's total scheduled traffic. 

Taken as a whole, this trunk network provides almost a textbook 
example of an ideal medium-haul operation. Sector distances range 
from 644 miles on Bombay - Madras to 1,136miles on Delhi - Madras, 
with the average passenger-haul working out at 725 miles. There is 
only a moderate degree of seasonal variation (in pre-pressurized 
days, the discomfort and irregularity of flying in the monsoon period 
led to a seasonal fall in business), and traffic tends to move fairly 
evenly both through the hours of the day and through the days of 
the week. 

Traffic consists primarily of local businessmen and government 
officials, plus a growing number of overseas visitors, these being 
traditionally the classes of air traffic which are prepared to pay 
a good price for a good service. The market is growing at the rate 
of about 20 per cent annually. 

Of the only two significant defects in this medium-haul system 
the first is the relatively low density of traffic; only on the sides of the 
golden triangle is trunk traffic of sufficient density to justify a daily 

Viscount service throughout the year. The other shortcoming is the 
low level of demand for night services, reflecting the small number 
of people who pay fares out of their own pocket. 

In the first years these trunk routes were operated mainly with a 
fleet of 12 Vikings inherited from IAC's two senior predecessors, 
Air-India and Indian National. In 1957 these routes were taken 
over by a fleet of ten Viscount 700s, but the growth of trunk traffic 
has now outstripped the capacity that can be provided by this fleet, 
even at high load factors and at annual utilization rates approaching 
3,000hr. Since mid-1960 the Viscount fleet has been fully 
extended, and passengers on trunk routes have had to be turned 
away in increasing numbers. 

This loss of profitable business, coming at a time when traffic on 
the uneconomic local services has been expanding rapidly, is making 
it difficult for the airline to balance its books. To remedy this 
situation in the short term, IAC may possibly acquire a few addi
tional Viscounts on the used-aircraft market. But the more urgent 
need is to arrange early delivery of a suitable Viscount replacement. 

An obvious choice would be a larger secondhand turboprop. 
Of the only two contenders, the Vanguard is too big in terms of 
IAC's traffic requirements. The Electra, on the other hand, is 
the ideal size and is soon likely to be available at bargain-basement 
prices. The alternative comes from the growing number of medium-
size, medium-haul by-pass jets. Of these the airline is currently 
disposed towards the Caravelle. Over the average stage distances 
on IAC's trunk network, the turbojet will offer a substantial time-
saving as compared with the turboprop. This would not only be 
attractive to the customer—and an inestimable boon to the business
men and overworked officials upon whom the success of the national 
economy is largely dependent—but would also give the airline a 
good deal more flexibility in arranging schedules. India being a 

Noon at Patna: the busy scene as DC-3s converge from Calcutta, Delhi and Katmandu 


